YOU CAN DO THE RUBIK’S EDGE

Solution Guide
HOW TO USE THIS GUIDE

There are gray areas on the pictures of the Rubik’s Edge in this guide. The color of the gray pieces don’t matter.
GET TO KNOW YOUR RUBIK’S EDGE

NOTICE THE RUBIK’S EDGE CAN CHANGE FORM.
GET TO KNOW YOUR RUBIK’S EDGE

EDGE PIECES
(Can twist)

Notice the edge pieces have colors on all sides and can be twisted individually.

CORNER PIECES
(Can’t twist)

CENTER PIECE
(Can’t twist)
HOW TO SOLVE THE RUBIK’S EDGE

**STEP ONE:** Make the puzzle flat

**STEP TWO:** Make the White X

**STEP THREE:** Match the Sides

**STEP FOUR:** Solve the White Face
STEP ONE: MAKE THE PUZZLE FLAT

Focus on **one piece to fix** and an **open corner**. Then match it to one of the 4 options below.
STEP TWO:
MAKE THE WHITE X

START

OR

TURN

START

TURN

LOOKS LIKE

LOOKS LIKE
STEP THREE: MATCH THE SIDES

START

TURN

LOOKS LIKE

TURN

LOOKS LIKE

TURN

LOOKS LIKE

TURN

LOOKS LIKE

START

OR

TURN

LOOKS LIKE

TURN

LOOKS LIKE

TURN

LOOKS LIKE

TURN

LOOKS LIKE
STEP FOUR:
SOLVE THE WHITE FACE

Repeat this sequence for all unsolved edges.
CONGRATULATIONS!
You have solved the Rubik’s Edge!
TRY A DIFFERENT CHALLENGE

Available at: RUBIKS.COM
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